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“

”

If I would have asked people what 

they wanted, they would have said 

faster horses.

(Probably not) Henry Ford.





A floated item is out of flow, it has no knowledge 

of the other boxes in the layout.



In flex layout, items are treated as a group.













“

”

I wanted to get it out there and get other 

people to have a look at it.

Me, in The Story of CSS Grid, from Its Creators



Why use grid instead of flexbox?







Two years after grid shipped in the three major 

engines, only 2% of sites were using grid layout.



Flexbox provided the faster horses.



Container Queries
Querying against properties of the container, rather than the viewport.



















Why did this take so long?
It seems really simple!











“

”

I believe that container queries should be possible if an 

element has both layout containment and has size 

containment in the axis used for container queries. The 

problem here is that we don’t have a definition of size 

containment in a single axis.

David Baron



Container queries + aspect-ratio







A parent selector
has()















has() + container queries
What’s inside the component + how much space there is to play with.







subgrid
Inherit the size and number of tracks from a parent into a child grid.















The value of subgrid replaces the track 
listing
You can subgrid in one dimension or both. 



One proposal was to simplify subgrid by 
locking it to both dimensions.
This would mean there was no implicit grid, no way to subgrid columns 
but have as many rows as required for the content.



To use a subgrid you would need to know 
exactly how many columns and rows the 
component would have.



CSS requires playing a long game
The single-axis decision slowed progress and implementation of subgrid, but it was the right 
decision. 



subgrid + container queries 
Creating subgrids or using tracks based on available space.









So many possibilities



Complexity
Each new feature is relatively simple to use, however each brings new interactions, and the 
potential of unexpected behavior.





It’s a good time to really learn CSS
It will help you to take advantage of all of this new greatness.



The problem with new layout



The ability to disconnect the source and 
focus order from the display.







Here’s a really cool thing!
Please don’t use it.



How do we ensure a reusable component 
retains a reasonable focus order?
Wherever it is in the layout, no matter how it reflows at different breakpoints.





A new reading-order property
Proposal: https://github.com/w3c/csswg-drafts/issues/7387#issuecomment-1217193918 





Being able to reorder content from CSS using 
things we can identify using CSS is useful.
But we need to be able to do so in a way that works for all our users.



Focus is hard
If you have examples and use cases for this feature, talk to me!



Thank you!
@rachelandrew


